Arif & Ricky

After recognizing your IDEAL CLIENTS and following them, these are some DM examples you
could use:

Hello _____ it’s _____. I really feel your struggle/your pain, I remember when I _____. Would
you like to have a chat about it? / Happy to chat about it at any time!

If they say yes, you DM them saying:
Hi _____ ! I really empathised with your post/comment. Is there anything in particular that made
you say that?/or would like to talk about it?
Or
Hi _____ ! I am very sorry for what happened to you! Is there anything I can do to help? I am a good
listener :)
Or
Hi _____ ! What has happened to you, really remind me of me/my family etc. I totally know what it
feels like when (write the struggle of that person.)

If they do not answer, you leave it, DO NOT BE PUSHY. But If they accept, carry on the
conversation, try to be friendly. You don’t want to sell anything just yet. You just want them to
visit your profile, follow you and maybe give them your free resource so you can collect their
email.

IMPORTANT: Do NOT copy and paste the same message over and over again, it will trigger
the platform that you are spamming people and you may end up blocked. Make sure you
change words and certain phrases for each individual message.
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Let’s see an example of a real successful conversation.
Imagine that A is you, and B is your potential new follower/customer. Let’s also imagine that
your post or the post you commented on was about growing organically on IG.
A: Hi ______ ! I am sorry your post are not reaching anyone. What has happened to you, really
remind me of my journey on Instagram. Before getting where I am right now, I had loads of ups and
downs! I got shadowbanned, my posts got deleted. I totally know what it feels like when you are just
trying to help others with your content, and it barely gets a like.
Then, wait for an answer.
B: Aww thank you so much, really I feel defeated.
A: Don’t say that! The content you are producing is great! Really! I have seen hundreds of accounts,
and yours look fantastic. I think that the issue is more about the strategy you are using. But the good
news is that is fixable :) Anyone can learn a strategy :)
B: Well, that’s true. But I have tried everything and nothing has every worked. I do everything that
every guru says for posts, likes etc. Really nothing works.
A: I know, this world is full of scammers. But can I be honest with you?
B: Sure!
A: When I started my instagram journey I was obsessed with vanity metrics, I was more likes, more
followers, more comments. And nothing was ever enough. So, my suggestion is to stop thinking about
others, and start thinking about you. At the end of the day you are the person who stays in front of the
camera talking to an audience. You need to be yourself and ejoying what you do.
B: You are right, thank you.
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If you have given them enough value, they should ask you how they can support you. They
usually go directly to your account and follow you.
Wait for them to take any action, and if they don’t do it after a couple of minutes, write this.
A: Well, I have to go now. It was a pleasure talking to you, and feel fre to reach out at any time and
please let me know how your instagram journey goes. Happy to help you and sending your way (add
your free product that can solve their problem) the free guide/check-list/spreadsheet used to create
engaging content every week :)
Love
(Your Name)
At this point they might say:
A: Thank you but I am not interested.
Then, you just thank them for their time,
and tell them that if they ever want to talk to you again,
you are free and happy to do that.
B: Fantastic! Thanks, how can I get it?

If you already have an email marketing system, send them the link to download the freebie in
exchange for their email address.
We do explain how to build an email marketing system and all about Personal Brand in our
upcoming InstaBranding Method program, that we will let you know more about as soon as it
is ready.
Remember that instead of freebie (pdf resource), you can also lead them to a free video
session with you, your free private community if you have any, a youtube training, an igtv
training, a group chat. Let your mind fly!
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